
BARGAINING COMMITTEE REPORT

Dear colleagues,

We would like to provide you with some additional information as you and your
colleagues are about to cast your votes. The strike vote will take place electronically
from June 18th to June 22nd, along with a Special General Assembly at 6 p.m. (Eastern
Time) on Monday, June 20th.

The university is demanding significant concessions at the bargaining table that would
turn the clock back a decade on important gains that APTPUO members have made.
They insist on a three-year agreement that will include wage increases of 1% per year,
which means that our living conditions will continue to erode. The Association proposed
a reasonable 12% salary increase in the fourth year and the introduction of an
experience increment scale to counteract the ravages of inflation. Other proposals, such
as student evaluations, posting, and hiring, will undermine our job security and
academic freedom, and will only lead to grade inflation.

Your Bargaining Committee has no intention to make any concessions whatsoever and
will continue to push hard for a fair deal that ensures the academic and professional
interests of members, protects our ability to provide a high-quality education, and serves
our students best. Thus far, the employer has also rejected all the Association’s
reasonable proposals.

A summary of these proposals, alongside those of the central administration, follows
this report.

In the past, the central administration has only shown itself to be serious about
bargaining once members endorse a strike mandate and there is a strike or lockout
deadline. A strong strike mandate puts pressure on the central administration to return
to the table and negotiate a collective agreement in good faith. Despite having signed a
protocol for this round of bargaining, we were forced to file a bad faith bargaining
complaint with the Ontario Labour Relations Board.

In recent years, our OLBI bargaining unit was able to negotiate a 13% salary increase in
its first collective agreement only after a strike mandate from its members. The main
unit was also only able to achieve significant bargaining gains after the members
granted it a 95% strike vote in 2016 and 2019, without having to resort to a strike.
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The Association has strong support within the university community, thanks to our
campaign against bimodal courses last year alongside students, APUO colleagues and
other campus partners. We will mobilize again, as we have in the past, to successfully
conclude this bargaining round. The Association also is in excellent financial standing
and has a solid strike fund. The current policy ensures that members will be fairly
compensated for picketing or alternate duties in the unlikely event of a lockout or strike.

The pandemic has highlighted our members’ longstanding need for resources to teach,
to develop, and to enable students to learn on an equal basis to that of our full-time
colleagues. We negotiated letters of understanding (LOUs), such as on technology, paid
training, and so on, but we need to ensure that paid resources are not only available
during a pandemic. Our working conditions are students’ learning conditions.

We have made further progress on the inclusion of part-time professors at the
Faculty-level over the past year, including at the Faculty of Health Sciences and the
Faculty of Engineering. However, the university still has not made good on its promise
six years ago to ensure the representation of part-time professors in the Senate, the
highest academic decision-making body at the University.

The employer seeks to undo the gains that we have made through arbitration as well.
This includes a 2.5% salary increase (3.5% for LTAs) in lieu of statutory holidays. Most
recently, in another case of unpaid work, the employer refused to pay our members in
the Joint Health and Safety Committee for their participation in meetings and their
preparation time. The arbitrator gave cause to our position, stating that the employer
does have that obligation. The arbitration ruling also rejected the employer’s argument
for a $42 hourly rate and awarded a $66 hourly rate in line with what the Association
was seeking.

Members need fair compensation and protection from the ravages of inflation. We will
continue to insist on better resources, working conditions, and inclusion in the academic
governance of the University. We all deserve to be respected for the work that we do at
the University of Ottawa.

The Association’s elected Bargaining Committee encourages you and your colleagues
to vote yes for the strongest strike mandate possible.

In all solidarity,

Your Bargaining Committee
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Member priorities:

• Wages & benefits

• Workload & unpaid work

• Job security

• Hiring process

Other priorities:

• Member consent for type of courses &
associated compensation

• Academic freedom

• Academic and professional development
fund & training

• Postings

• Cost of living compensation

• In general, a better framework for
management rights

Employer’s Priorities

• Increase management rights

• Minimize collegial governance

• Increase workload & limit compensation
for unpaid work

• Reduce job security & have more
flexibility

• Strategy of cheap, substitutable labour

Association’s Proposals

Key Monetary Proposals:

• A 4-year agreement with a 12% increase
in the 4th year to compensate for the
effects of inflation. Current legislation
limits increase for the first three (3) years
to 1% per year.

• A new pay scale of $200 increase for
each year of teaching in the 4th year.

• A new $1,000 Professional Expense
Reimbursement fund (PER) per member
for professional development and
academic activities

Employer’s Proposals

1. 3-year agreement;

2. Monetary offer well below inflation: 1%
per year;

3. Change necessary qualifications without
union approval (article 5.5);

4. Impose an average of 3.8 on student
evaluations or meet with the dean. After
two evaluations with an average of less
than 3.8, the approval of the dean will be
required in order to teach the course
again.
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• A new severance bonus with 80 seniority
points seniority to promote member
retention

• Better compensation for unpaid work
(such as student references)

Key Normative Proposals:

• Smaller class size for courses and
course sections to ensure reasonable
workload and provide better student
access to their professors

• Fixed posting dates so that part-time
professors have sufficient time to prepare
their courses

• Improved academic freedom language,
including to decide on online, in-person
or bimodal courses

• Inclusion of part-time professors on
Senate, the Board of Governors and all
Faculties

• Indeterminate contracts and academic
leave for all LTAs

5. Increase workload without compensation;

a. DFR-related work during the term:
midterms

b. SASS-related work if not requested
within 3 months

6. More “flexibility” in hiring process:

a. No need to post for LTAs, postdocs,
student PTP

b. Reduce time limits for all types of
postings

c. Only regular PTP are subject to
categories and seniority system

d. Remove the union’s gains on
categories in 2016 and 2018 round:
reinsert category C for 1st and 2nd
year courses; additional
qualifications for category B for 3rd
and 4th year courses;

e. No obligation to provide a hiring
report each term;

f. No obligation to take members’
course preferences into account.

7. Disciplinary measures: employer can
suspend WITHOUT pay during an
investigation.

8. Cancellation of a contract:

a. Employer no longer pays pension
contributions or benefits

b. If error in course assignment: only
pay 25% of course.

9. Long-term Appointments (LTA)
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a. Employer wants annual evaluations

b. 100 LTAs (currently 80)

c. LTAs not limited to 5.9.3, which is
maximum 7 3-credit courses

d. Employer no longer obliged to
provide academic support duties

10. Reduce any obligations related to
leaves to the minimum requirements of
the Employment Standards Act.
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